
Catering Lead

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Seeking a Catering Lead position that leverages my capable professionalism, warm hospitality, 
organisational skills, diligence, and ability to lead personnel in a direction that provides superior 
work performance and workplace efficiency.

Skills

Education, Attendance, Administrative Assistant, Human Resources.

Work Experience

Catering Lead
ABC Corporation  April 1999 – 2022 
 Ran the catering department for a large corporate building.
 Adjusted and related to all environments from factory employees to executives within a 

company.
 Prepared weekly payroll for employees.
 Assisted with the coordination of customer orders and work assignments, including their own, 

for the preparation, production, presentation and service of various food items to ensure 
timeliness at a variety of concessions, suites service and catered events.

 Prepared specific food items and maintaining the specific equipment and supplies that belong
to these stations

 Ensured and maintained food standards and health codes at all times; including , HACCP, and 
NY State Health codes and procedures as well as all NYS liquor authority laws regarding the 
controls of alcohol at all points of sale.

 Operated register and p rocess sales transactions using appropriate procedures for cash, 
checks, credit cards and meal plan cards by following established security procedures for all 
cash transactions.

Catering Lead
Delta Corporation  1994 – 1999 
 Oversee the execution of set-up, operation, and tear down of events establish student 

schedules assist catering chef with food prep and plating .
 Responsible for complete setup, operations and clean up of catering events such as weddings 

and reunions.
 Required great time management the ability to oversee a crew and exceptional 

communication and customer service skills.
 Quickly rose from a lower level lead and was able to handle some of the more complex 

parties.
 Used Communication, Time management, Attention to detail, Customer Service, Team 

Management, and the ability to quickly adapt.
 Coordinated and supervised groups of caterers during events.
 Interfaced with guests in roles such as bartender, host and butler at venues such as The 

Philadelphia Museum of Art, The Arts Ballroom, Fairmount .
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Education

Associates In Applied Science
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